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About This Game

SOF-Raiders is a First Person Shooter with Role Play elements to enhance game play. You start the game in the Tactical
Operations Center where you select one of two available missions. Once the selection is made you head over to the armory and
select two of six available weapons and load out frag and flash bang grenades as well as health packs. You then proceed to the
helipad and mount the mission helicopter to get transported to the target area. After landing you access your data pad to get
maps drone views and intel reports for your operation target. Fight your way to the target and complete your mission. The

enemy will hunt you down so you need to escape to your exfiltration helicopter and return to the Operations Center and prepare
for the next mission. Be aware, your choices will have consequences. There are eight missions to complete to get to the final

battle.
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Title: SOF - RAIDERS
Genre: RPG
Developer:
HyperKat
Publisher:
HyperKat
Release Date: 22 Feb, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel or AMD dual core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidea 740

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Any DirectSound XAudio

English
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very good game, no regret buying it.. I beat this game to 100% in 14 minutes, trying to figure out if its even worth the 99 cents..
I was very disappointed in this game. I thought it would be similar to CMS. You order parts and they show up on the floor, and
you'll spend most of the time running back and forth... back and forth... back and forth... and then after you mount them up you
have to hope you remembered to use the impact wrench to get ALL the bolts. There's still some serious bugs in the "missing
parts from the truck" section.

I finished assembly, didn't install the drive shaft, and it said the truck wan't missing anything. It also allowed me to install the
engine with out putting in the motor mounts first.

Doesn't have officially licenced vehicles, there's no real preview on the parts (there's a generic icon, but it's a crap shoot when
picking tire, rims, bumpers, basically any part that has variation.

You can't search for them by name in the store, there's no tear down\/build of the engines (which is what I really wanted out of
this game... you know?.... Cummins, Power Stroke, Duramax from the inside out) and the skinniest "monster" tires I've seen on
a truck with a 12" lift.

I really would have like to have been able toI take the entire truck to the paint booth?

I did a full build from the frame up, which is a plus but unless you have 4-5 hours in the game already, you're going to do a lot
of guess work in trying to figure out what's needed. This for me ended up resulting in more pain that pleasure.

The entire game should have been a DLC for CMS. As for the driving section, if you want a real truck experience with
awesome off-road trucks go play Mud Runner\/Spin Tires.... Maybe the Diesel Brothers should have paid to have their trucks
modeled and DLC'd for that game instead.

I feel this game was rushed and needs about 6-8 months more of development.

I've uninstalled it, but since the developers appear to be active in listening to the community, so I haven't requested a refund but
I'll revisit in 6-8 months to see if it's fun yet.

p.s. Give the shop more light!!! no one likes building in the dark.. the game is very bare feature-wise right now but that said..
you'll be having fun either epicly striking or flopping your way to victory within minutes.

can't wait to see how this comes along. Hexoscope has some nice simple mechanics that certainly has some depth, but it's
reliance on randomly generated boards often makes the individual puzzles feel dull and lifeless. I found that if I got stuck I
could just reset the level until a board came up that was easy to solve. I would also be given boards that were unsolvable from
the start. The random generation also really impacts the difficulty curve as you might get a real tough layout for one level then
get a real easy one for the following one. It would have been a better game if the puzzles were premade entirely with the random
generated boards being their own mode.

Still, if you're looking for a puzzle game that has some real nice music\/sound design, a great presentation, and is inexpensive
then you should consider picking this up. Just be aware that it is very possible to get lay outs that are either impossible to solve
or beyond your current understanding of the mechanics.. anyone who bought this on steam ed can do nothing about the refund
meaning you have to go through steam and if you have owned it for a while steam will not refund it so your stuck with a useless
dlc. This is certainly a short experience however it's also one of the better ways to show off what VR has to offer for those
uninitiated to virtual reality. To some, nothing more than a short demo but to others such as myself, very much full blown ART.
This award-winning experience provides an excellent feeling of presence while managing to make you feel for the character
before you. For those who understand that it's perfectly ok to put a price tag for "just" 15 minutes of entertainment, when it's
something made with heart/soul and polished to the extreme.

Highly recommended. Beautiful and with a playstyle I could seriously enjoy. However, in my short play time I spent a good deal
just waiting for the character to move around. On the fight with the first trigon, you are supposed to die many times I guess
(each time you get more info about the trigon and how to fight it) but it takes like a minute of animation for it to start doing
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anything.

Beautiful, interesting gameplay mechanics, absolute snoozefest.. Best weapon pack.
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Recommend \ud83d\udc4d. I went into this game wanting to really like it and even expecting it to score well on my first
impressions review...

After just ten minutes with it, I felt extremely frustrated and disappointed even though I had only spent 99 cents.

First, you'll NEED a controller to even stand a chance in this game. Don't have a controller? Pfftt, don't even bother.

Second, while I feel the developers spent a lot of time creating the levels and all the enemies in this game with 100 levels
offered, this game is severely crippled by what I feel is god awful controls and requirements to be pixel perfect at every jump
while trying to beat both a timer and multiple enemies that can fly right through walls and floors. It's enough to make you want
to throat punch your monitor. (well if your monitor had a throat that is)

I gave this game a dismal 29% score and it gets my "Not Recommended" and you can see more in this video review from this
games launch day on Steam:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=8ICMIhxop7c&feature=youtu.be. Wakfu is a wonderful animated show with adorable
characters and great story telling. This is a 45 minute movie, well worth the purchase.. Not recomended at this time...
The game is super super super rough at the moment, The UI is really ugly for some parts, if you open menus the cursor still
controls the character and if you pickup a log, you can not put it down again, at least I haven't found a way to...
The running animation is a nice idea (the tumbling down a hill is actually a really cool mechanic!), but it is catastrophic to play, I
even got a little sick because of it, the shake effect is waaaaaaaay too much...
The crafting is also really strange, it uses the scrollweel to go through the recipes and weirdly enough it only scrolls in one
direction, so if you missed the wanted item, you have to scroll through it all over again.

However I will keep it, because I think it could become a good game, but at the moment it's really not worth it, it's more like a
bad tech demo...
In my opinion it's in a way too early stage for public access.... Even though this game had some rough patches here and there i
enjoyed this game. the art style is amazing the gamplay works and its overall a relaxing game. on the other hnad like what others
have stated some maps have some hard to navigate or impassible areas. i myslef have not run into this problem but i can see why
their frustrated.. Lately have this crave for Retro RPG and came across Millennium series (1-5) and upon watching the video ,
bought the set instantly

Millennium A New Hope is first in series and this is a really very enjoyable game , a simple nice story , beautiful settings , lots
quest and hidden stuff , a fun battle system , it is everything that I am looking for in my quest to bring back those sweet
memories

I can see that the Developer has put in a lof time and efforts in the series unlike other RPG Maker games

There is an active community at Aldorlea website where you can discuss , tips and
stories about Millennium , the Developr is also very commited and responsive

All these factors bring further value to an already excellent game by itself

I highly recommend this game and the whole series (1-5) to enjoy an Epic Story
by playing this beautiful 2D Turn Based RPG

9\/10. The devs managed to actually take away all the enjoyable things in original Risen's combat while also making all it's
issues much more severe and prevalent making it a hot pile of garbage. (guns are op, swordplay sucks and you can infinitely heal
yourself with potions that don't even have an animation to stop you abusing them)
If you like balance this is definitely not the game for you
The story except for a few brilliant moments is as good as your usual arpg stuff.
Character progression is pretty basic.
Graphics are ok I guess, except for a few bugs.
Overall a 5\/10 average rpg game. Plenty of better stuff to play out there. This games is awfully coded, looks are worse than a
mobile game, but it's the hardest I've laughed in weeks. Flashbang op.. In a word, this game is lacklustre.
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Although I can't say it's a terrible game, I certainly can't say that this is a good game either. I felt that it was visually
overstimulating, with too many flashy graphics making it difficult to see everything that's going on. Basically it's full of
substanceless flashy graphics which actually hinder gameplay instead of enhancing it. It's quite a short game and it's by no
means a challenge. The few instructions that exist in the game are poorly written (or translated), which says to me that no one
really cared too much. I found the lava walls a little questionable when the controls aren't precise enough and a safe distance
from them a matter of trial and error every time.

The objective of the game is to capture areas of the game screen. You are safe from most creatures on your baseline (though not
all). You dash out and try not to get hit by enemies, and once you capture 75% of the original area, you win the level.

If you're looking for a game of this sort, then I would strongly recommend you consider Fortix2 instead (which also has a
section that includes the Fortix original levels in the Fortix2 artwork). The Fortix games are more challenging (if you play on
hard), more engaging, have more levels, are better thought out, and last but not least, they're a whole lot more fun than
Lightfish. Also, I think that the Fortix games on an easy difficulty setting are easier than this game because the controls and
game mechanics are better.

I've enjoyed the game for a few hours, but I'm not sure it was worth it. Depends on what $5 is worth to you, how bored you are,
and how much you love this sort of game. It also will not work on my Mac.. I want my money back.
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